Surgical Anatomy Of The Orbit
**Synopsis**

This outstanding pictorial reference vividly captures the surgeon’s view of the orbital and periorbital structures. Drs. Zide and Jelks—leading authorities in ophthalmic and plastic surgery—bring you an unprecedented collection of 77 full-color photographs of fresh dissections, juxtaposed with full-color paintings of the surgical anatomy. This innovative combination of fresh tissue preparations and surgical drawings affords a much more realistic view of the complexities of this anatomy than found in standard atlases which depict embalmed dry specimens. The illustrations are carefully labeled and methodically organized for easy reference and presurgical review. Clear descriptive captions provide the surgeon with helpful guidelines to correlate with clinical material. This unique large-size atlas represents the orbit and surrounding soft tissues as they might actually be seen during an operative procedure. This method provides a complete preview of the prospective surgical site for both the seasoned surgeon and the resident in training. The comprehensive presentation is also ideal for anatomic study in preparation for board certification. A slide set containing 117 slides of full-color illustrations from the book is also available. This unique slide set is an excellent teaching aid and a valuable addition to a professional library.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is an outstanding surgical anatomy atlas. The fresh-frozen cadavers are beautifully dissected, discussions are thoughtful, illustrations are well used, and the section on blocks is very helpful. The chapters on the lower eyelid and the facial nerve are truly outstanding. Together with
the forehead anatomy book by Knize, these two books belong on the shelf of every oculofacial plastic surgeon. The CD with photos and illustrations is a nice bonus. Overall, I highly recommend it.

The Illustrations are perfect, this is a great reminder on the complex vascular urge of the orbital area. A perfect gift for yourself or for a loved one that does any technical or surgical work in this area.

Having read the prior Jelks and Zide, and the classic Dutton atlas, I must say that this book is excellent and certainly an addition to my library. The cadaver dissections are truly excellent as are the photographs. Probably most impressive about this book is the detail with which the course of the facial nerve is described in the mid- and upper- face. What is really excellent about is how it is presented so as to avoid confusion. As is emphasized in the book’s title, it is anatomy AROUND the orbit. This book does not simply contain the same information presented in many other anatomy books, nor is it just a new edition put out to make more money. Any facial surgeon should study this book. Highly recommended. Certainly the price is very fair. The Knize book is good, but half of the Knize book is on surgical technique for aesthetic procedures rather than on anatomy (some may view that as a bonus). And the Knize book is much less concise than this new Zide book in terms of how the anatomy is presented. Some of the figure descriptions in the Knize book are half a page long. You might say the two books complement each other. I highly recommend this new peri-orbital anatomy book.

A must have surgical anatomy atlas especially for orbital trauma. The illustrations and pictured fresh cadaver specimens completely cover relevant orbital anatomy for surgical approaches involving the orbit. The included disc media is a nice supplement. Agree with other review - highly recommended.

Good. but high VAT and shipping fee
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